Introduction.
Consider the right continuous sample paths w: [0, +00)->E ={+1, -1} with coordinates x(t) = xt = xt(w) e E together with the cr-algebras Jtt generated by x(s), s^t, and assume that for each probability measure f on E and e e E, there exist probability measures P¡ and Pfle on Jt'" for which (O.A)F/|e(.) = Fr(-|x(0) = e),
(O.B) Pf(x(0) = e)=f(e),
(O.C) Pne(x(t+h)eA\J¿t)=PÍÚXt(x(h)eA), [a.e. ?",], where A is a set of points in £ and f(A)=Pf(x(t) e A). Such a stochastic process will be called a A"-process. The expression Pfte(A) is to be thought of as the probability that, starting with x(0) distributed according to fi the event A will take place conditional on x(0) = e. A Ä'-process is a temporally homogeneous Markov process if and only if Pfle is independent off, as the reader can easily check. If ye(u)=JtPfle(x(t)= 1) «=/(+!), then when y + x and y-x are real analytic on the closed interval [0, 1], they uniquely determine the distribution of the /^-process x(t). In this paper, I shall construct a model of an infinite particle gas with velocities ± 1 in which the motion of a tagged particle is a /^-process with specific y±x and in which the sample paths of any two particles are independent. This will be accomplished by constructing a gas of « like particles, each of which has velocities ± 1, and then letting n -> co. Each of the « particle gases will be a Markov jump process in which one waits an exponential holding time and then picks an index i according to the uniform distribution 1/« and lets the corresponding particle collide with one or more of the remaining particles. The effect of a collision between a single particle and a set of particles will be a change of state only for the single particle. H. P. McKean [3] has carried out this construction for the case when y±i(")= ± (w-1). In this paper, we generalize his results to the case when -y+x Pf]e(s+t; A) = jpne(t; dOPMi(s; A). lfy(u) = uy + x(u) + (l-u)y-x(u), then we have the following theorem. 2. »-molecule gases. To define the «-molecule gases; let £ be the set of integers ± 1, let L be a fixed positive constant and let Cft(k), ee E and k ^ N be a family of nonnegative real numbers with the property that when CN = maxkiN-e=±x Cl,(k) one has
We construct the «-molecule gases as follows. Let Xn(t)=[xx(t),..., x*(t)] be a Markov jump process on the «-dimensional space £n with holding time distribution, in the state [ex, ■ ■ -, en], equal to where 2J&,.JN denotes the sum taken over all sequences (j0,.. ,,jN), 1 ^jkèn, ju¥=jp when k^tp; and where C(e\ex,..., eN) = CN (number of +l's in the set ex,..., eN). Starting at the state [ex,..., en], the probability that the first jump is to the state [ex,.. .,et_x, -e¡, ei + x,..., en] will be given by
The generator of the «-molecule gas will therefore be Using this argument, it is easily shown that if the molecules are initially independent and indentically distributed with distribution/and if Ek = (ex,..., ekM, E, E, ..., E), then the joint distribution of the first M particles is given by
where %a is the indicator function of the set A.
3. Preliminaries and notation. We wish to calculate the limit of (1) as « goes to infinity. To do this, one might calculate lim,,.,«, Gn(/> when <f> has a finite number of variables. However, as is evident from (1), this is not necessary as we are only interested in the behavior of Gn</> modulo an integration. Instead, we introduce the following notion of equivalence and convergence. Definition 3. Let 7 be the set of all indices ij where i and j are nonnegative integers. Suppose that <f> and i/j are functions whose variables are indexed by indices in 7 and suppose that /<=/. Then we define (3. A) Iff is a probability measure on E, then \r<p= \Y\f(dta)<p. It is also easily verified that if </>x = >px mod 3, </>2 = t/i2 mod 3 and ci has variables whose indices all lie in 3°, then <t>i + 't>2 = <Pi + >/'2 mod/ and </>(/>x = </>ipx mod 3.
These facts will be used throughout the paper without further comment. Now suppose that ci is a function of M variables, M finite, which are indexed by an index set 3 of positive integers. We wish to evaluate lim,,...*, C7nci modulo 3".
Clearly we have
Since we are only interested in evaluating these sums modulo 3C, we may rename the indices of variables which are not contained in 3. Using the new indices 1/, and adopting the convention that the indices 0/ and i are the same, we find that the first sum (2) is equivalent to Now let the pairs ij of nonnegative integers be indices for variables eM e E and let i/> be a function of a subset of these variables. We shall call i the order of the index ij and the order of ip will be defined as the maximum of the orders of its variables. Let ^ be a function of finite order less than or equal to p. Then we define In general, we will write D</> instead of Dp<f> with the understanding that D always adds variables whose indices are of order at least one higher than the order of the function on which it is operating. If <f> has infinite order, then we will always be able to write fr=J,</>k where fr has finite order and then let Dfr=J, D<f>k. Thus as « -> oo, (1) converges to
This limiting distribution can be used to define a combined motion of M molecules for which :
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use I. the paths of any two molecules are independent for 16Lr< 1, and II. the distribution of a tagged particle is that of a ^-process with r±i(«)= +22 c^(k)(N)uk(i-uy-k.
N=l fc=0 \"/ Finally, we are able to show that III. any ^-process for which -y+ and y_ are positive on the open interval (0, 1) and real analytic on the closed interval [0, 1 ] can be constructed as the motion of a tagged particle in an infinite particle gas as described above.
The proof of I is contained in the following theorem.
Theorem 5. Ifav,bv e E,v=l,..., mandif0<tx< ■ ■ ■ < tmare real and l6Ltm< 1, then for i^j and any initial probability measure fon E,
The proof of this and the following theorem is based on the fact that if </> and i/i have variables whose indices form disjoint sets whose union is /, then their product <f>i/i, written </> <g) </> when the indices of their variables are disjoint, is such that
Letting m he the maximum order of </> and tfi, this equation is easily extended to
Kac [2] for the terminology and another instance of this phenomenon).
If we let X*,(...,«i,...) =1 if«, «a, Using this bound for \W\ in (7) and using Lemma 10, we have (7) bounded by n-12'Uil---UA 2 (M+Nx+-.-+Npy + 2CNl---CNp In the first sum, the sets of variables E¡¡x,..., Ef,p are such that no two sets have a variable in common. Thus, since we will be integrating over all of the variables whose indices are outside of J, we shall rename those variables by letting EiNi = (eiX,..., eiN). Furthermore, we shall rename the variables whose indices are in J as eox, e02,..., e0M-With this in mind, we have modulo Jc, Gnfr---Gnfr + error = 2 2 cK-xU-x\EÑP) 
.).
We can now easily prove the theorem if we notice that (13) holds whenever <j> can be written as an absolutely converging series 2 $»» where each </>k has a finite number of variables. This completes the proof. Proof of Theorem 8. A necessary condition for a function to be in 77 is that it be real analytic, as the following lemma demonstrates.
Lemma 12. IfPe 77, then F has derivatives of all orders and Proof. Let where \G(z)-w\ >e(l -e)~1> \h(z)\ for all ze Cand we G(D'). Thus, by Rouché's theorem, C7(z) takes on the value w only once. Therefore, since G(D') is a disc containing the unit disc for e sufficiently small and since G is a 1-1 mapping of D' onto the disc G(D') with G(0) = 0, G(l) = 1 and G real on the real axis; the proof is complete.
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